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We demonstrate the effect of the coherent optical bichromatic force on a molecule, the polar free radical
strontium monohydroxide (SrOH). A dual-frequency retroreflected laser beam addressing the X̃2Σ+↔ Ã2Π1/2
electronic transition coherently imparts momentum onto a cryogenic beam of SrOH. This directional photon
exchange creates a bichromatic force that transversely deflects the molecules. By adjusting the relative phase
between the forward and counter propagating laser beams we reverse the direction of the applied force. A
momentum transfer of 70~k is achieved with minimal loss of molecules to dark states. Modeling of the bichro-
matic force is performed via direct numerical solution of the time-dependent density matrix and is compared
with experimental observations. Our results open the door to further coherent manipulation of molecular motion,
including the efficient optical deceleration of diatomic and polyatomic molecules with complex level structures.

Laser manipulation of atomic motion has revolutionized
atomic, molecular and optical (AMO) physics [1, 2]. The
widely-used techniques of laser cooling and trapping made
possible the creation of ultracold degenerate quantum gases
[3], simulation of important condensed matter models [4] and
development of new quantum sensors [5, 6] and clocks [7].
Laser deceleration and cooling of atomic beams – a necessary
part of the trap loading process – typically requires scatter-
ing tens of thousands of photons in order to bring room (or
oven) temperature atoms to velocities where they can be con-
fined by electromagnetic traps for further studies [8]. While
beam deceleration employing the spontaneous radiation pres-
sure force has been a standard for atomic experiments, its ap-
plication to slowing molecular beams has been limited by the
small change in kinetic energy per scattered photon and the
myriad of internal molecular states which inhibits photon cy-
cling. At the same time, there is extreme interest in creating
ultracold molecules for new physics applications [9].

Neutral diatomic molecules are predicted to play an impor-
tant role in diverse research areas of modern physics such
as quantum simulation [10] and computation [11], as well
as searches for new particles and fields beyond the Standard
Model [12, 13]. Larger polyatomic molecules will provide
additional opportunities in physics and chemistry [14–17].
For example, exploring the origin of biomolecular homochi-
rality [18, 19] and understanding primordial chemistry lead-
ing to the development of organic life requires the use of
large molecules [20]. However, these molecules’ complex-
ity presents significant challenges for direct laser slowing and
cooling. Yet these are the key ingredients that allow for optical
trapping, which, in turn, leads to long molecule-laser coher-
ence times and high levels of quantum state control. Previ-
ously, the external motion of gas-phase polyatomic molecules
has been manipulated with off-resonant laser fields [21, 22]
as well as electric [23, 24], magnetic [25], and mechanical
techniques [26]. Inspired by the success of laser control of
atomic motion as well as the latest developments in high-
power CW and pulsed laser technology, many experimental
proposals and theoretical calculations have been presented on
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Figure 1. The energy diagram on the left-hand side depicts op-
timal bichromatic frequency detunings for SrOH addressed on the
X̃2Σ+→ Ã2Π1/2 P(N′′ = 1) transition for 10 W/cm2 irradiance per
each frequency component with 688 nm laser light. Solid horizontal
lines indicate positions of the energy levels. The parameters were
estimated using numerical solutions of optical Bloch equations. Am-
plitude modulated optical pulses seen by SrOH molecules are shown
on the right-hand side.

using stimulated light forces for molecular beam slowing [27–
33], yet there has been no successful experimental implemen-
tation.

In this Letter, we demonstrate and characterize the opti-
cal bichromatic force (BCF) for molecules by deflecting a
cryogenic buffer-gas beam (CBGB) of SrOH. Using dual-
frequency high-power standing light waves we achieve sig-
nificant force enhancement compared to radiative deflection.
The coherent nature of the directional momentum transfer al-
lows multiple ~k of momentum change per spontaneous emis-
sion cycle. We also perform theoretical calculations of BCF
in complex multilevel systems and compare to our data. Our
results enable accurate predictions for other molecular species
as well as different experimental parameters. Thirty years af-
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ter the initial theoretical proposals [34, 35], the bichromatic
force for molecules has been conclusively demonstrated.

Radiation pressure beam slowing using white-light [36–38]
and chirped techniques [39, 40] has been achieved for a few
simple diatomic species with highly diagonal Franck-Condon
factors (FCFs). However, the reduced scattering rate (due to
multiple ground state sublevels) leads to a long slowing dis-
tance and lowers the capture efficiency of molecules from a
beam into a magneto-optical trap (MOT) [41]. Significant re-
duction of the slowing distance in order to mitigate transverse
pluming of the molecular beam would result in enhanced
MOT densities, desired for diverse applications. Furthermore,
extending beam slowing to species with non-diagonal FCFs
(the typical situation for molecules) is extremely challenging
due to the rapid loss to dark states after only a few scattered
photons.

The idea of using stimulated slowing and cooling (first for
atoms) dates back to the end of 1980s when the rectified dipole
force was theoretically proposed [34, 42] and experimentally
observed for sodium atoms [35, 43]. Using two standing
light waves of different frequencies and detunings, the dipole
force can be rectified to apply force on atoms on the macro-
scopic spatial scale. The discovery of the bichromatic force,
which derives from a rapid coherent sequence of absorption-
stimulated emission cycles, led to a technique with a wide ve-
locity capture range and robustness under experimental imper-
fections. This allowed significant advances in atom manipu-
lation [44]. For example, short-distance deceleration of Cs
atomic beam with BCF was demonstrated, achieving a force
ten times greater than radiative force [45]. Additionally, BCF
has been used for He [46] and Ar [47] atomic beam collima-
tion. However, in atoms stimulated forces are often cast aside
in favor of technically simpler technologies (e.g. radiative or
Zeeman slowing) that depend on the rigorous selection rules
present only in specific atoms.

BCF allows rapid directional momentum exchange of mul-
tiple ~k between the light field and atoms in a single sponta-
neous emission cycle [45]. Intuitively, the BCF mechanism
can be thought of as the result of a series of optical pulses
formed by the beating of the dual-frequency light. If applied
from two counter propagating directions and timed carefully,
a pulse from one direction will drive the molecule into an ex-
cited state and a pulse from the opposite direction will stimu-
late coherent emission back to the original state. One pair of
pulses will leave the molecule in the original internal state but
will have removed 2~k of momentum. Optical pulses created
by the bichromatic fields detuned ±δ relative to the transition
resonance ω are shown in Fig. 1. Under the properly cho-
sen laser intensity, each beat envelope of duration π/δ drives
a state inversion, transferring ~k momenta from the laser field
[48]. In a two-level system, the magnitude of the achieved
force becomes FBCF = ~kδ/π, which can be much larger than
Frad,2-level = ~kγ/2 for δ� γ. Rotational motion in molecules
leads to a significant reduction in the magnitude of the maxi-
mum radiative force compared to Frad,2-level, further motivat-
ing the need for coherent stimulated slowing. Since many ~k

of momentum can be transferred for every spontaneous emis-
sion, BCF can be effectively applied to molecules that have
optically accessible electronic transitions but suffer from the
loss to dark states (e.g. excited electronic or vibrational lev-
els). Particularly, application of BCF to polyatomic radicals
that have multiple vibrational modes or diatomic molecules
with complex electronic structures or non-diagonal Franck-
Condon factors could allow production of slow, velocity con-
trolled molecular beams for physics and chemistry applica-
tions.

SrOH provides a convenient platform for exploring the ef-
fects of BCF on complex molecules. As a triatomic molecule,
it contains a significant increase in complexity compared to
diatomics, including a large number of low-lying bending
mode states [49]. A single non-bonding valence electron al-
lows laser addressing of internal quantum states but the loss
to excited stretching and bending vibrational levels inhibits
the photon cycling process [50, 51]. Upon electronic exci-
tation to the Ã state, molecules predominantly decay to the
ground vibrational state (95.5%) with a small fraction decay-
ing to the Sr-O stretching mode with 1 (4.3%) and 2 (0.17%)
quanta as well as bending vibrations without vibrational an-
gular momentum (0.04%) [51].

The exact technical details for the cryogenic production,
optical state manipulation, and photon cycling detection of the
SrOH beam have been provided in our previous publications
[50, 52] as well as in the Supplemental Material (SM). SrOH
in a CBGB is collimated using a 0.5× 2 mm aperture before
encountering two collinearly superimposed standing waves of
1/e2 Gaussian beam diameter � ≈ 0.9 mm. We use a bichro-
matic detuning δ=±130 MHz per each frequency component
and a peak on-axis Gaussian beam intensity of 10-11 W/cm2.
The 688 nm laser light is generated by a tapered amplifier
seeded with an injection locked diode laser. An acousto-optic
modulator operating at 260 MHz generates the required fre-
quency offset as described in the SM. Figure 1 presents the
relevant molecular structure of SrOH and detunings used in
the experiment. A magnetic field of ∼ 19 Gauss is used to
rapidly remix the magnetic dark states created by addressing
Jg > Je molecular structure with a single laser polarization.

The beat notes interacting with the molecular beam from
both directions are generated by the same bichromatic trav-
eling wave upon the reflection from a stationary mirror. The
relative phase φ of the irradiance of the counter propagating
traveling waves is controlled by the distance dφ between the
retroreflecting mirror and molecular beam. Since φ = 4dφδ/c
[53], the direction of the molecular deflection can be con-
trolled by choosing the appropriate mirror position dφ. Thus,
for π/2 BCF phase shift we use dφ = 14.4 cm and for 3π/2
phase dφ = 43.2 cm.

The effect of the BCF on the SrOH molecular beam is il-
lustrated in Fig. 2. The comparison of the radiative force shift
(left) with the bichromatic force shift (right) clearly demon-
strates larger momentum transfer. This data was taken in the
following way. The bichromatic force configuration has two
applied beams. To take the radiative force data, the retrore-
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Figure 2. Data demonstrating bichromatic force deflection of SrOH beam with the π/2 relative phase shift between the counter-propagating
laser beams. Plots (a) and (c) illustrate the effect of purely radiative force on the molecular beam. Plots (b) and (d) compare the beam profiles
for unperturbed molecular beam and with BCF applied. The same vertical axis is used for (a) and (b) as well as (c) and (d) plots.

flected beam is simply blocked. Because laser intensities are
deliberately balanced, in the absence of the directional mo-
mentum transfer, there should be no net shift in the center
of the molecular beam. However, we see a deflection of the
molecular beam with a larger magnitude than with the radia-
tive force alone.

In order to extract the magnitude of the BCF on SrOH and
characterize several experimental conditions we plot the ab-
solute value of the beam deflection in Fig. 3. While the di-
rection of the radiative deflection is defined to be positive, by
choosing a proper relative phase φ = 3π/2 between the dual-
frequency laser beams transversely addressing the molecules
from opposite sides the direction of the BCF can be reversed.
The reversal of the deflection direction with 3π/2-phase BCF
relative to the radiative force with the addition of the counter
propagating beam conclusively indicates the presence of the
BCF effect in our experiment. By comparing the ratio of the
absolute deflection magnitude for π/2 and 3π/2 phases we
obtain that BCF is 3.7± 0.7 and 2.7± 0.5 times greater than
radiative force, correspondingly. A slightly weaker force for
φ = 3π/2 configuration arises from the larger relative beam
diameter imbalance because of the longer dφ distance. This
challenge could be resolved by using separate dual-frequency
laser beams shaped identically to the original but with a phase
delay introduced. This approach has already been shown to
work well for atomic BCF slowing [45]. For the π-phase
configuration there is no directional momentum transfer be-
tween the light beams and molecules and therefore no molec-

ular beam deflection as seen in Fig. 3, as expected for BCF.
From the BCF deflection data we can estimate that

(68±5)~k units of momentum have been coherently trans-
ferred from the laser fields to molecules leading to a deflec-
tion of 0.3◦. With the 631 nm clean-up beam for repump-
ing molecules that decayed to the first excited Sr-O stretching
mode (see SM for details), we observe no loss of molecules to
other dark states within the experimental uncertainties. Thus,
for the operating configuration with the repumper present,
larger deflection magnitudes can be achieved by extending the
molecule-laser interaction time while preserving the proper
irradiance condition to achieve efficient stimulated π-pulse
transfer.

The BCF effect on SrOH involves a coherent momentum
exchange between molecules and optical fields consisting of
two phase-shifted dual-frequency laser beams, which couple
12 ground state magnetic sublevels to 4 excited states. Un-
like for atoms [54, 55], no analytical solutions exists to de-
scribe this process and statistical scaling of the two-level ex-
pressions [27] has proven to be highly inaccurate [30]. There-
fore, detailed numerical modeling of the bichromatic force in
molecules is necessary. In order to estimate the bichromatic
force effect on SrOH we have employed direct numerical so-
lution for the time-dependent density matrix in the rotating-
wave approximation [56].

Figure 4 presents the results of the numerical calculations
for the BCF effect on SrOH as a function of molecular veloc-
ity along the laser propagation direction. The average theo-
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Figure 3. Summary of the molecular beam centroid shift for vari-
ous experimental conditions: unperturbed molecular beam, radiative
deflection with retroreflected beam blocked and BCF deflection with
π/2, π and 3π/2 relative phase shift. Reversal of the BCF direction-
ality with the relative phase change is observed.

retically calculated BCF force exerted on molecules with ve-
locities v ≤ 25 m/s is (1.89±0.04)~kγ/2, which exceeds the
maximum radiative force in the experiment by 5.7 times. Us-
ing the measured optimal BCF deflections for SrOH we ob-
tain FBCF which 3.7±0.7 times the measured radiative force,
which is 35% lower compared to the predicted value. Exper-
imental observations of BCF for atoms have seen significant
reduction in the force magnitude under realistic experimental
conditions [47]. Increasing the remixing magnetic field above
25 Gauss should lead to 18% gain in the bichromatic force
[57]. In our experiment, some of additional explanations for
the discrepancy are power imbalance between the two beat
note trains, less than unity overlap efficiency between the laser
and molecular beams, and a dependence of the two forces on
irradiance which favors the radiative force in the wings of the
Gaussian laser profile.

In earlier experiments, both longitudinal [45] and trans-
verse [46] cooling of atomic beams have been observed, in-
cluding in the ultimate limit of .1 scattered photon [58].
While there is contention in the community over the presence
of BCF induced cooling without spontaneous emission [59],
our work does not shed any light on this debate because of
the presence of spontaneously emitted photons in the exper-
iment. Our experimental results and theoretical calculations
indicate compression of the transverse velocity distribution.
From Fig. 2 we conclude that the full width at half maxi-
mum of the beam distribution is reduced from 10.6±0.2 mm
to 9.3±0.2 mm, providing evidence for cooling. Interpreted
in combination with previous atomic experiments [46], our re-
sults indicate the possibility of creating optical molasses-like
bichromatic field configurations characterized by rapid damp-
ing forces and wide velocity capture range using two sequen-
tial spatially separated regions with opposite φ.

In summary, we demonstrate a coherent optical force on
polyatomic molecules using bichromatic laser fields. SrOH
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Figure 4. Calculated profile of the bichromatic force exerted on
SrOH molecules as a function of velocity under optimal experi-
mental conditions. The force magnitude is normalized to the size
of the maximum radiative force in an ideal two-level atomic sys-
tem (Frad,2-level = ~kγ/2). Sharp resonances around 0 and ±45 m/s
represent Doppleron resonances and have been previously seen in
BCF profiles for atoms [47]. Solid horizontal line shows the average
bichromatic force achieved in the experiment. The calculated force
profile assumes an irradiance of 10 W/cm2, a magnetic field of 27.2
G skewed 33◦ with respect to the polarization axis and the frequency
parameters depicted in Fig. 1.

has 12 ground state sublevels coupled to 4 excited states, yet
we achieve FBCF ≈ 1.1~kγ/2 which is effectively the size of
the radiative force on an ideal two-level system. This can be
compared with the radiative force experiments on diatomic
[60] and polyatomic molecules [52], which have previously
shown Frad ≈ ~kγ/7 and ~kγ/4, respectively. Thus, large res-
onant optical forces on molecules are possible with the use
of coherent bichromatic optical fields to induce stimulated
forces.

The magnitude of the bichromatic force achieved in this ex-
periment is limited by the available optical power from our
laser system. Our calculations indicate that with 1 W per fre-
quency component and using a 2 mm 1/e2 Gaussian beam
diameter, the average value of the BCF will be 7~kγ/2 for
molecules spanning a 60 m/s range [61]. Slowing of a cryo-
genic beam of SrOH from 60 m/s to near zero in a distance
of . 5 mm could be achieved with only 500 scattered pho-
tons, compared to 10,000 photons (and a much longer dis-
tance) required for radiative slowing. The use of polychro-
matic forces with higher harmonics could further enhance
the magnitude of stimulated forces by reducing the overlap
of counter-propagating beat pulses, in addition to extending
the velocity capture range [62, 63]. The powerful combi-
nation of cryogenic buffer-gas beam technology and stimu-
lated optical forces has the potential to deliver slow molecules
with complex internal structures for precision beam measure-
ments or for trapping. For example, BCF can be used for
slowing heavy polyatomic molecules like YbOH, YbCH3 and
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YbOCH3 to search for new fundamental particles at the PeV
energy scale [64]. Additionally, we expect that bichromatic
force slowing can be applied to a large number of monovalent
calcium and strontium derivatives with optically accessible
electronic transitions [65] including monomethyls (MCH3),
alkoxides (MOR) and monocyclopentadienides (MC5H5) to
deliver slow beams for trapping and exploration of cold con-
trolled collisions and chemistry [66].
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